ENHANCEMENTS AVAILABLE FOR SELECT MASSAGES:
Hands or Feet Revitalizer Scrub: Revive Signature Herb Garden sugar scrub treatment will detoxify,
deep cleanse, soften, smooth and hydrate $25
Moroccan Oil Scalp Massage: Argan and essential oils of organic ginger, lavender and geranium
improves the condition of the scalp, while hair is left revitalized with a lustrous shine $30
Warm Stone Muscle Melt: Smooth basalt stones radiate heat deep into the muscles to loosen and
relieve deep set tension and stress $25
Muscle & Joint Relief: Yoga Balm reduces joint and muscle inflammation, improving blood flow and
elevating mood $25
Mary’s Nutritional CBD: Pharmaceutical Quality Transdermal relief cream infused with 100 mg
activated hemp extract and lidocaine used to reduce local pain $25
Hypervolt: Hypervolt technology is a state of the art cordless percussion massage device used

to help relax sore and stiff muscles to improve mobility, perfect for athletes and those looking
for targeted relief. $25

ENHANCEMENTS AVIALABLE FOR SELECT FACIALS:
Hands or Feet Revitalizer Scrub: Revive Signature Herb Garden sugar scrub treatment will detoxify,
deep cleanse, soften, smooth and hydrate $25
Moroccan Oil Scalp Massage: Argan and essential oils of organic ginger, lavender and geranium
improves the condition of the scalp, while hair is left revitalized with a lustrous shine $30
Wow Brow (NuFace): See an immediate difference with this micro-current facial muscle-lifting
technology $25
Eye and Lip Rejuvenator: A springtide of life is brought to your eye and lip area with this rejuvenating
treatment for the delicate skin around the eyes and lips. Imparts moisture as it smoothes fine lines and
wrinkles.$30
Brow Waxing: Gentle waxing techniques are used to shape and maintain your brow. $30
Lip or Chin Waxing: Gentle waxing techniques are used to remove unwanted facial hair. $25
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